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WARNING
This product has been manufactured for use as a temporary 
structure. For the safety of all occupants, evacuation is recom-
mended if threatening weather occurs or if there is any doubt 
concerning the safe use of this product.

MANUFACTURED BY
FIESTA TENTS LTD.

Inviting entrances

This line of walkways is the most advanced 
corridor system available on the market today, 
and is composed of a lightweight extruded 
aluminum frame allowing for kedered roof panels 
as well as sidewalls. 

This technology has proven to be more effective 
when it comes to weather protection and is much 
easier to install than the traditional laced roof 
sections.  

Optional angled bays allow for 30° and 45° turns 
with clean lines and a limited amount of extra 
pieces.  Offered in 6’ – 8’ and 10’ widths, this 
walkway system can also be custom fitted to  
meet any individual needs.  

Fiesta’s new technology makes it possible to 
create a one-piece curved beam that eliminates 
any obstacles from the keder track, consequently 
smoothing the roof line of the Walkway.  

You will find that the Legacy Lt Walkway is an 
elegant and practical solution for connecting tents 
together and creating aesthetic entrances.   
The Legacy Lt series is also compatible with 
all our other tent products including the Solara 
series, the Legacy frame tents and the Solar 
System clear spans.
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OPTIONS
VINYL CHOICES 
Tops and walls: 

1. Laminated white translucent or B/O vinyl 
2. Coated white translucent or B/O vinyl 
3. Colored vinyl 
4. Digitally printed vinyl 

Types of walls:  
Vinyl walls are offered with or without pass pole 
pockets.

1. Solid white or colored 
2. Cathedral / French window 
3. Clear window
4. Arched window 

COMMERCIAL TENT DOORS

Modularly double and single door system, 
tempered glass or rigid PVC panels available. 
See other technical sheet for more details

TECHNOLOGY
Anodized aluminum frame assembly composed  
of a 1 3/4 ” x 2 1/4 ” extruded box beam 

Self-standing structure 

Rigid connectors

Clear anodized finish on all aluminum components 

All steel components with galvanized or zinc plated 
finish 

No nuts or bolts required for frame assembly

Anchoring directly in tent upright base plates  
with guy outs

Expandable structure to unlimited lengths

Standard bays in increments of 10’

 

 
Vinyl tops integrated to the extruded aluminum frame 
(sliding “kedered” tops) 

Vinyl walls integrated to the extruded aluminum frame 
(sliding “kedered” walls) with median divider (2pcs)

Vinyl walls with or without wall bars

FEATURES
Sleek and modern look

Easier and faster installation

Robust frame assembly

Compatible with any style of tent

Guttering capabilities

Reduced weight

Gable end frame

Custom sizes available

 Legacy Lt 6’ Legacy Lt 8’ Legacy Lt 10’

Standard side height 

Standard ridge height

Width at outer edge of uprights

Solid frame structure composed  
of a 1 3/4 ” x 2 1/4 ” extruded aluminum 
box beam

Addition of 30 and 45 degree turns 
lets you go around obstacles.
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